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Data Sheet SFP+ timing calibration module
DESCRIPTION

The SFP+ timing calibration module is specifically designed for
electrical absolute calibration. This module electrically creates
a loopback between the transmit output stream and the receive
input stream of the electrical SFP connector with a calibrated
tloop delay.

The module also provides stable and repeatable access to
the electrical time reference plane of the SFP connector. The
serial data stream that crosses this time reference plane is
probed without seriously affecting the loopback signal integrity.
The probed signal is fed to a differential limiting amplifier and
forwarded to two (SMA compatible) 2.92 mm coaxial output
connectors.

The calibrated loopback- and probe-delays are stored in
EEPROM inside the module.

FEATURES

Fits in a SFP+ cage.
10 Gb/s SFP+ signal probe with good signal integrity.
SMA compatible 2.92 mm coaxial output connectors
SPF 8472 compliant EEPROM.
Calibrated time delays stored in EEPROM.
Solid output level for easy triggering on a scope.
Sturdy all milled metal case.

REVISION HISTORY

20-09-2017 - G C Visser - First version.
07-12-2017 - G C Visser - updated datasheet.
05-10-2018 - G C Visser - added signal signal integrity.
08-10-2018 - P.P.M. Jansweijer - editorial.

Figure 1: SFP+ timing calibration module
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BLOCK DIAGRAM

The SFP+ timing calibration module is specifically designed to create an electrical loopback with calibrated tloop delay. The
serial data stream is probed without seriously affecting the loopback signal integrity. The probed signal is fed to a differential
limiting amplifier and forwarded to two 2.92 mm coaxial output connectors. Figure 2 shows an overview of the module.

The time delays Tx-to-Rx (i.e. tloop), Tx-to-Output and Rx-to-Output are calibrated and their values are sored in EEPROM
memory according to a standard format1. EEPROM memory is accessible via the I2C interface.

The module was designed to enable Electrical Absolute Calibration2 but can be used in general to probe 10 Gb/s SFP+
signals.
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Figure 2: SPF+ timing calibration module functional overview.

1https://www.ohwr.org/projects/sfp-plus-i2c/wiki/User_EEPROM
2https://www.ohwr.org/projects/wr-calibration/wiki/absolute_calibration
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SPECIFICATIONS

TA=25◦C, VDD=3,3V, Zload = 50Ω

Parameter Remark Min Typ Max Unit
INPUT

ZTX Differential input at the edge connector - 100 - Ω
ZRX Differential output (loop back from TX) at the edge connector - 100 - Ω
Return loss TX @ 5GHz - -20 - dB
Return loss TX @ 5GHz - -17 - dB
Loopback insertion loss @ 5GHz - -2.5 - dB

OUTPUT
ZOUTP

Probed output - 50 - Ω
ZOUTN

Probed output - 50 - Ω
Return loss @10GHz - -10 dB
Output levels Input @ SFP Side 800mV ,See note 1 & 2 - 600 mV

Electrical Delay
SFP+ to 2.92mm coax @5GHz - 450 - ps
SFP+ to SPF+ @5GHz - 175 - ps

POWER REQUIREMENTS
V Operating supply voltage range,See note 3 3.1 3.3 3.4 V

POWER CONSUMPTION
I 3.3V - 100 - mA

DIGITAL SIGNALS CONTROL
Max clock frequency 2 Wire serial Interface DC - 400 kHz
Levels 1.8 - 3.3 V

DIGITAL SIGNALS AUXILIARY
Levels Pulled up in the module to 3,3V 1.8 - 3.3 V

Table 1: Specifications summary

Note 1: Observe ESD Rules.

Note 2: Never apply a signal to the probe output.

Note 3: Stresses beyond those listed under Absolute Maximum Ratings may cause permanent damage to the device. Exposure to any Absolute Maximum Rating
condition for extended periods may affect device reliability and lifetime.

CONNECTORS

The module has an edge connector according to standard SFF-84313 and two 2.92 coaxial output connectors. Specifications
are listed in Table 2.

Connector Label Function In Out Note
Edge connector - High speed IO and slow control,power In and out According to SFF-8431
Coax 2,92 mm P Positive probed signal out AC Coupled
Coax 2,92 mm N Negative probed signal out AC Coupled

Table 2: IO SFP calbiration module

3https://members.snia.org/document/dl/25916
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DEVICE ADDRESS AND TIME DELAY REGIS-
TERS

A module contains a SFF-84724 complaint EEPROM. The ab-
solute values of the time delay from edge connector to the
coax connectors and the time delay of the loop back(tloop) are
unique for each SFP+ timing calibration module. These delay
values are stored in this EEPROM memory.

Module identification as well as internal voltage and temper-
ature reading is available.

Access to the above information is via the I2C 2-wire serial
interface.

SIGNAL INTEGRITY

Figures 3 and 4 show the measured eye diagrams for the
probed output.

Figure 3: Eye diagram for 1, 125Gbit/s

Figure 4: Eye diagram for 10, 3125Gbit/s

The eye diagram of figure 4 shows some discrete bands.
These bands are due to the impedance mismatch of the edge

4https://members.snia.org/document/dl/25916

connector finger contacts. Figure 5 shows a TDR measure-
ment via the edge connector contacts through the Tx to Rx
loop. The first marker points to the edge of the SFP board
connector. The second marker is the combined influence of
the the probed loop and edge connector contact. It should be
noted that the delay length of the impedance disturbance is in
the same order of magnitude as to the bit time length when
running 10, 3125Gbit/s.

Figure 5: TDR impedance plot via loop TX to RX

Jitter

Currently the additive phase noise of the probe output is mea-
sured with a phase noise analyzer (see figure 6). The jitter on
a 1 GHz signal, measured integrated over the interval from 1
Hz to 10 MHz is 69.1 fs.

Figure 6: Additive phase noise on 1 GHz

Accuracies

The section above showed the additive jitter of the SFP+ tim-
ing calibration module. Work is in progress to measure the ab-
solute time delays Tx-to-Rx (i.e. tloop), Tx-to-Output and Rx-
to-Output using cross-correlation and interpolation of a 1.25
Gbit/s PRBS-7 signal. Such a signal has similar power spec-
tral density and group delay as that of the IEEE 802.3-BX gi-
gabit Ethernet signal used in the time transfer systems to be
calibrated.
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NOTES

Please observe ESD Rules.
Use a torque for the 2.92 connector to the socket.

Recommended torque 8 lb-inch (0.9 Nm).

The information contained herein is believed to be accurate
and reliable. Nikhef assumes no responsibility or liability what-
soever for any of the information contained herein. All infor-
mation contained herein is subject to change without notice.
This products is not designed for use in medical, life-saving,
or life-sustaining applications or for any other application in
which the failure of the product could result in personal injury
or death. The information contained herein or any use of such
information does not grant, explicitly or implicitly, to any party
any patent rights, licenses, or any other intellectual property
rights, whether with regard to such information itself or any-
thing described by such information.
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